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A Step Forward in Printing Telegraphy
A. S. BENJAMIN
MEMBER AlEE

tacts for various switching and control
purposes,

etc. The space for these
"
mechanisms was limited and it soon be

came necessary to use external units to

W. J. ZENNER

provide the multiplicity of control func

NONMEMBER AlEE

tions.
The

Synopsis: Recent commercial and military
printing telegraph communication require
ments could not be fully met in an efficient
and economical manner with existing equip
ment. This paper describes the objectives
being reached in the development of a new
integrated line of Teletype apparatus espe
cially designed to adequately serve present
and future printing telegraph applications
and particularly covers the Teletype Model
28 Direct Keyboard Page Printer Set, Fig. 1.
This set consists of a page typing unit, key
board, electrical service unit, and their mo
tor drive and cabinet housing. The other
units which will soon be available are the
tape perforator, tape typing unit, and trans
mitter distributor, which with the keyboard
and page typing unit are so designed as to be
readily arranged in many combinations to
meet specific applications. Fig. 2 indicates
the basic units and a few representative
combinations.

printing

telegraphy.

Commercial

suc

60-word-per-minute

speed

cess came in the early twenties, at which

the equipment was modified for 75-word

time

operation.

such

equipment

was

primarily

Attempts were made to in

used by the commercial telegraph com

crease the speed to 100 words; however,

panies and press associations.

high maintenance costs severely limited

In 1930

printing telegraph moved rapidly into

this use.

the business field, and since 1940 we

telegraph equipment on ships, planes and

The installation of printing

have witnessed the extensive use of that
form

of

communication

in

military

service.
The original applications presented no
great problems.

Direct circuits were set

up between telegraph offices or between
press

sending

located

in

stations

newspaper

and

receivers

offices.

Forty

word per minute speeds were considered
adequate,

messages

were

printed

on

plain paper fed from a roll or on individ
ual blanks inserted by operators,

and

due to the fact that equipment was con

History of Printing Telegraphy

centrated in largecenters, only a relatively
small number of maintenance men were

C

OMMERCIAL telegrams were trans
mitted

telegraph

As the business-field applications grew,
the speed went up to 60 words per minl.\te

the

of

and new requirements were introduced,

Modern printing telegraphy got

which resulted in the development of

its start in 1910, with the invention by

various accessories which were attached to

Morse.
·

-:-

printing

required.

machines as early as 1851, seven years
after

using

noward

commercial

L.

Krum1

of

introduction

the

start-stop

method of synchronization applied to
Paper 54-115, recommended by the AlEE Tele
craph Systems Committee and approved by the
AlEE Committee on Technical Operations for pres
entation at the AlEE Winter General Meeting,
New York, N. V., January 18-22, 1954.
Manu
script submitted October 21, 1953; made available
for printing December 4, 1953.
A. S .. BENJAMIN and W. J. ZBNNBR are with the
Teletype Corporation, Chica&o, Dl.

be

came too slow for certain applications and

existing

units

or

installed

separately.

Since the original design of the units did
not anticipate many of these functions,
the parts for a given mechanism were
placed wherever there was space with the
result that the equipment was somewhat
difficult to maintain.

These added fea

tures included sprocket feed, horizontal
and vertical tabs, motor control, con-
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Fig. 1.

The model 28 printer set
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When the typebox is in the desired position, th,: printing

hammer drives the type pallet against the ribbon and paper
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Some of the New Elements of the
Model 28 Page Printer Set

Model 28 basic units and representative combinations

Fig. 2.

The printing mechanism is the most
trucks imposed requirements of satisfac
tory

operation

at

various inclinations

and under conditions of great vibration.
As business expanded the use of print
ing telegraph techniques, the systems be

meet the following prime objectives:

An integrated group of component units

2.

Lower maintenance costs

conventional manner are carried in a small

3.

Quieter operation

rectangular box about

complicated.

4.
5.

.larger

and

more

printers were installed in hundreds of
The Bell System

offices of a single user.

Teletypewriter Exchange Service (TWX)
which is similar to telephone exchange
service, except that printers are connected
through

for

switchboards

communication,

now

has

typewritten
more

than

35,000 Teletype s-ets distributed over the
entire country.

Each of these fields of

use required new types of equipment.

In

almost all cases the equipment was wanted
in a hurry, and since the future demand
was uncertain, each new piece of equip
ment was generally provided by modify
ing an existing machine.

This obviously

did not result in an orderly development
of standardized equipment.

stead of being mounted on bars in the

1

Increased speed.

6.

2

1/2

inch thick,

inches long, Fig. 3.

horizontal rows, each row having a capac
ity of 16 characters.

Decreased weight

To type a charac

ter, the typebox is moved to bring the
desired character to the printing point,
and a printing hammer, shown in Fig. 4,

A review of the typing mechanisms used
in Teletype units of various kinds and

operates to drive the type pallets against
the typewriter ribbon and paper. Each

those developed by other printing tele
graph producers indicated that they were

pallet is provided with a return spring
that restores the pallet to its normal posi

generally unsuited to meet the new re
quirements.

inch wide and

Sixty-four pallets are arranged in four

Greater capacity for additional func
tions

Typebar carriages were con

After the printing

tion after printing.

sidered too heavy and typewheels diffi
clutch designs similarly were considered

hammer has operated, the typebox re
turns to its initial position below the

inadequate; felt clutches having always

printed line on the paper, so that the

been troublesome due to heat and loss of

typing becomes visible.

Existing

cult to index at high speeds.

Characters in the left half of the box

lubric:;mt and positive clutches subject

are letters;

It was there

to breakage due to impact.

those in the right half are

fore decided to design new elements to

figures.

A shift mechanism is used to

of

change

from

specifically

Objectives of New Model 28 Line of

The type pallets, in

the new machine.

1.

Automatic switching was introduced and

came

obvious of the several improvments in

the

meet

requirements

today and the next 10 to 20 years.

letters

figures.

to

The

normal position of the typebox for letters

Equipment
It became evident that a new line of
equipment

was

needed

which

would
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The typebox, shown in comparison
with an ordinary clip

Fig. 5.
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F IGURES SECTION OF TYPE
BOX. MOVES TO PRINTING
POSITION ON FIGURES
COMBINATION.

Typebox arangement and printing method
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ROTATION

B
Fig. 7.
fig. 6.

The clutch is an internal expansion friction clutch

The new typebox assembly weighs only a tenth of the older

A.
B.

moving type basket carriage

selection is as shown in Fig. 5.

When

figures are to be printed, the centerline

box

travel,

where

further

motion

blocked by the index mechanism,

is
the

Disengaged
Engaged

type alignment is controlled by manu
facture of the parts with no further ad- .

of the figures group is moved to the print

speed of the typebox is about one fifth

justment required.

ing position.

of that at which it would have passed

ment, too, is greater, and this should re

this position.

duce

Movement of the typebox,

in selecting the desired character to be
printed, is controlled by two index mech
anisms,

one

controlling

the

vertical

Elimination of the conventional type
basket

greatly

reduces

the

size

and

maintenance.

Stability
This

of align

small

light

weight carriage also makes possible an
over-all reduction in size and weight of the

motion to select the proper row of type,

weight of the carriage that travels back

machine, and permits the use of stamped

and the second controlling the horizontal

and forth across the page, starting and

sheet-metal

motion to select the desired character in

stopping for each character printed.

that row.

These motions together form

a rectangular co-ordinate system for all

A

instead

of

the

comparison of the old and new type as

machines.

semblies is illustrated in Fig. 6.

Teletype printer set is 38 pounds, not in

In a

the 32 permutations of the standard five

standard model 15 typing unit, the mov

unit telegraph code.

ing carriage assembly weighs slightly over

The five elements of the code are used

framing

massive cast framework used on the older

5 pounds;

the carriage assembly in the

The weight of the model 28

cluding the cabinet and accessories.
At the right end of the typebox, a
small manually operated clamping lever

to position the pallet irt a different manner

model 28 has a total weight of 8 ounces.

holds the box in its supporting carriage.

than on other telegraph apparatus units.

This 10-to-1 weight reduction results in a

This clamping lever may be released with

The first two elements of the code are

very fast carriage return, the carriage

a light finger motion so that the typebox

used to determine the vertical position

returning easily within time of two charac

can be withdrawn from the machine with

of the box; in other words, the nos. 1 and

ter intervals (signals received for carriage

out using tools.

2 impulses, by their presence or absence

return and paper feed) at 100 words per

be cleaned without brushing dirt into the

in the code permutation, will cause the

minute.

printer to select one of four levels on the

fect on the carriage motion.

typebox for printing.

chine can be operated safely on

The no. 3 impulse

Gravity has no significant ef
The ma
ship

Thus the box may easily

mechanism of the machine.

Also, the

typebox may be exchanged in a matter of
seconds for another having different char

determines which way the box will move

board or in other locations where it might

acter faces.

from either the letters or figures center

not be in a level position.

ment with individual type, it is neces

lines; that is, either to the right or left.

Since the pallets are carried in an ac

The nos. 4 and 5 impulses determine how

curately made box instead of at the ends

far the box will move in the selected

of the type bars, as in the older machine,

direction; there are four locations in each.
The code combination for R, as shown in
Fig. 5, causes the box to move upward
three levels, then to establish the left
ward direction, and finally to move three
spaces in that direction, thereby bringing
the R type pallet in line with the printing
hammer.

A unique toggle-type coupling mecha
_.."'nism is provided in the drive system so
' that the typebox can be stopped in vari
ous positions in a gentle manner and with
out noticeable impact.
anism,

With this mech

the movement of the

typebox

toward its final position is at high speed,
but as the typebox approaches the se
lected position, the toggle mechanism re
duces its speed.

At the end of the type-

fig.

8.

The stunt

box contains code
bars for performing
nonprinting opera
tions such as line
feed, carriage return,
shift, etc.

5

On older types of equip

sary to solder type pallets to typebars
and realign them.
Since

each

character

is

separately

Fig.

9 (left).

sequential

The

selector,

which is replaced by

I.

the stunt box in the
model28 set

mounted on an individual type pallet,
only one operates at a time.

In the older

good receiving margins;

that is, ability

to tolerate distortion of signal pulses.

machines, with two characters on a single

Clutches of the new design are used not

pallet, there is a possibility of printing

only for driving the selector cams, but

part of the other character on a pallet

for the various other power actions, such

if the adjustment is not exact, or if one

as moving the typebox, feeding the paper,

of the characters is worn, or if several

spacing, etc.

carbon copies are being made so that the

internal-expansion friction clutch,

surface of the paper is somewhat spongy.

disengages

This clutch is an all-steel

in

the

stopped

that

condition,

The model 28 is capable of making the

whereas the older clutch depends upon

same number of carbon copies as present

slippage between felt washers and steel

machines, and because the same hammer

plates when a stop is interposed, so that

blow is applied for all characters, the

the driven member is mechanically peld

printing impression is more uniform than

from

that of a type-bar machine.

method of operation.

This charac

turning.

Fig.

7

illustrates

the

The continuously

teristic is very important when a large

rotating driving member is a steel drum,

The

the inner surface of which is grooved,

printing blow can readily be increased

hardened, and ground to give a flat sur

number of copies are being made.

for multiple copy work by adjusting the

face on the tops of the grooves.

tension of a spring by means of a man

grooves between the flat surfaces permit

ually

wear products to fall away from the work

operated

position

lever,

Fig.

4.

Due to the simplicity of the printing mech

ing surfaces.

Within

this

drum,

The

two

anism, it is possible to make the shift

hardened steel members act as drive shoes

from figures to letters and vice versa

and are pressed into contact with the

within the printing

rotating drum by a spring-operated pry

mechanism rather

than by raising and lowering the platen

bar.

roller.

that through a system of very rigid force

This

simplifies

paper

handling

The leverage system is so designed

the

multiplying levers, a small spring pro

printed record, since the paper remains

duces high normal pressure between the

stationary at all times except during line

hardened steel friction surfaces.

feed.

the clutch disengages in the idling posi

and

improves

the

readability

of

The ribbon spools are mounted on the

tion, the load on the motor at that time

machine itself rather than on the type

is very small.

carriage, thus providing a straight course

that of the rest of the machine.

for the

ribbon

travel.

This

Since

Life of the clutch equals

Fig. 10.

The equip�ent is pivotally mounted

in· the cabinet and swings outward for main
tenance.

Incoming wires are connected to

terminal blocks behind the typing unit
The stunt box has 42 slots, each of which
may hold a function bar capable of re
sponding to an assigned code, making it
possible to control 42 functions.

Ap

proximately

the

10

are

reserved

for

common functions, such as line feed, car
riage return, and shift, and the remaining
32 are

available

for

special

purposes.

Stunt boxes are interchangeable.

The

stunt box may be arranged to perform
the functions of the sequential selector
unit, shown in Fig. 9, which controls cir
cuits from groups of character combina
tions sent in a predetermined sequence.

The keyboard mechanism in the model28
is

also

different

from

earlier

designs.

When the operator depresses a key, a
latch is tripped which permits the code
bars to move endwise by spring action.
In the older machines, depressing a key
moved the code bars directly, so that
there was considerable variation in the..,

not only

Performance of nonprinting operations,

since the

such as line feed, carriage return, and shift,

binations.

path is obvious and the number of guides

is controlled by a new mechanism con

in a lighter, shallower, and more uniform

is a minimum, but in combination with

tained in a separate subassembly called

key touch.

the more gentle blow .of the new type

a stunt box.

This unit, which is accessi

When the key lever is depressed, one

hammer, it results in increased life of the

ble from the rear, extends across the full

of the bars that moves longitudinally

ribbon as compared to the older machines.

width of the typing unit, and engages code

trips the clutch latch and allows the

A newly designed clutch is another ma

bars that also extend across the machine.

clutch to engage a cam-operated me

chine element that improves operation,

The function bars, Fig. 8, of the stunt

chanical distributor.

reduces maintenance, and contributes to

box engage notches in the code bars.

pattern to be translated into a start-stop

facilitates changing ribbons,

6
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forces required for different code com'
Thus the new action results

This causes the code
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Wiring of

1

lypicel model 28 set

electric signal, the signal itself coming

Fig. 10 illustrates how the equipment

motor brushes, even if the governor con

from the signal generator.

may be swung upward and forward to

tacts

give access to both sides and rear of the

older-type of governor requires frequent

The signal generator

is a single contact

assembly. mechanically 0perated by the
distributor.

machine.

of a transfer switch and therefore permits
si<;>n or transmission of signals of alter

or

pit considerably.

The

readjustment and maintenance and is

This contact has the form

either open or dosed signal transmis

wear

subject to speed change due to compara
tively slight wear or pitting of contacts.

Electrical Features and Circuits
Electric accessories

such

as

the

The wiring

of the model 28 Teletype

line

set described herein, equipped with the

The contact is mounted

relay, motor control relay, rectifier, fuses,

most commonly used electrical features,

in a metal box for mechanical protection

etc., have been placed in a box behind the

is shown in Fig. 11.

and shielding against radio interference,

machine.

and requires no adjustment other than

the several units have been made simple

in positioning the box itself.

and flexible, which permits installation

nate polarity.

The cabinet for the

new

machine

was

The interconnections between

of a standard machine where circuit ter

designed to suppress machine noise, im

mination

prove operating convenience, and provide

cabinet below the printer there is a shelf

better appearance.

on which

The

equipment is

requirements

vary.

a front panel

is

In

the

pivotally

1,

mounted, as shown in Fig. 10, providing

with all mechanical controls brought to

mounting , surfaces for auxiliary equip

housed in a new floor model, Fig.

the front so that the machines can be
mounted side by side in rows.

Even the

ment if this is desired.

The .equipment is driven by a

syn

manual platen crank has been eliminated

chronous motor when 110-volt regulated

and replaced with a rapid motor-driven

alternating current is available, or by a

feedout controlled by a button on the key

governed motor when unregulated al

A lamp within the cabinet illu

ternating current or direct current is

board.

minates the copy, and the angle of the
, window above the copy has been chosen
so that glare is practically

eliminated.

The upper section of the cabinet swings
open to provide access for insertion of
paper and ribbons and for maintenance.

available.

Printing

telegraph

equip

ment requires speed control of ± 1 per
cent.

The governor used on the model

28, which is of new design will maintain

the speed, and once adjusted, it will
generally hold speed for the life of the

Conclusion
Since

operating

experience indicates

the model 28 page printer set requires
less

maintenance

tpan

other

printing

telegraph equipment, it is expected that
its field of use will be extended to include
more remote locations.
of the new line:
forator,

and

The other units

the tape printer, per

reperforator

transmitter,

have undergone extensive tests, which
indicate they will give the same service
as the page printer.

These units also

have new and novel features and will
be available in the near future to serve
the needs of printing telegraph users.
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